IPC Faculty Funding 2011-12

International Travel Fund

Awardees July 1, 2011 – June 30, 2012 for travel in:

August 2012
Mikhail Balaev, Sociology (Finland)

July 2012
Caludia Cabello Hutt, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (Spain); Stuart Dischell, English (France); Ryang Dohyoung, Math & Statistics (South Korea); Diane Gill, Kinesiology (United Kingdom); Steve Haines, Music (The Czech Republic); Christina Rodriguez, Psychology (Luxembourg); Kailan Rubinoff, Music (Italy); Joe Starnes, Kinesiology (United Kingdom); Joan Titus, Music (Italy)

June 2012
Lakshmi Iyer, ISOM (India); Vinkat Iyer, Accounting (India/United Kingdom); Esra Memili, Business Administration (France); Prashant Palvia, ISOM (India); David Ribar, Economics (Switzerland); Carmen Sotomayor, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (Spain); Diane Welsh, Business Administration (France)

May 2012
Moses Acquaah, Business Administration (Morocco); Kathy Crowe, University Libraries (Ireland); Gwen Hunnicutt, Sociology (The Czech Republic); Hannah Mendoza, Interior Architecture (The Czech Republic); Alexandra Moore, English (Lebanon); Linda Rupert, History (Curaçao)

April 2012
Beth Bernhardt, University Libraries (Italy); Norman Chiu, Chemistry/BioChemistry (China); Mike Crumpton, University Libraries (United Kingdom); Michael Frierson, Media Studies (The Czech Republic); Adam Ricci, Music (Belgium)

February 2012
Anthony Cuda, English (Italy); Barbara Levin, TEDHED (Spain)

January 2012
James Evans, English (United Kingdom)

December 2011
Christian Moraru, English (The Netherlands); Xia Zhao, ISOM (China)

November 2011
Aaron Allen, Music (United Kingdom); Craig Cashwell, Counseling & Education (Germany); Patrick Lucas, Interior Architecture (Italy)
October 2011
Bill Crowther, Political Science (Czech Republic); Nir Kshetri, Business Administration (Croatia); Kevin Lowe, Business Administration (United Kingdom); Alejandro Rutty, Music (Colombia)

September 2011
Gregory Bell, Mathematics & Statistics (Poland); Susan Buck, Political Science (Bulgaria); Mark Engebretson, Composition (Sweden); Tara Green, African American Studies (United Kingdom); Veronica Grossi, Languages, Literatures & Cultures (Ireland); Dennis Leyden, Economics (Spain); Jay Poole, Social Work (United Kingdom)

August 2011
Corey Johnson, Geography (Germany); Derek Krueger Religion (United Kingdom); Jerry Vaughan Mathematics & Statistics (Czech Republic)

July 2011
James Anderson, History (China); Aysen Bakir, Marketing (France); Peter Delaney, Psychology (United Kingdom); Sarah Dorsey, Music Library (Ireland); Katherine Jamieson, Kinesiology (Cuba); Bruce Kirchoff, Biology (Australia); Lili Sahakyan, Psychology (United Kingdom)